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Generic noise-enhanced coding in neuronal arrays
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We demonstrate that, in a parallel array of model neurons, the optimizing influence of internal noise on the
global information is far greater than that reported for a single neuron. In particular, stochastic resonance~SR!
effects, that optimize information transmission, occur independent of stimulus level or the setting of the neural
threshold. We further show that adjusting the threshold to maximize information transmission does not remove
SR effects. Consequently, and in contrast to a single neuron, in neuronal arrays noise appears to be an essential
element of an optimal coding strategy.
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The proposal that stochastic resonance may play an
portant role in the coding of weak sensory stimuli has
tracted a great deal of interest@1–4#. Indeed, stochastic reso
nance~SR!, an effect wherein the response of a nonline
system~such as a nerve fibre! to a weaksignal can be im-
proved by noise@5#, is now well established as an importa
paradigm that suggests neuronal noise could have a be
cial role in biological sensory systems.

Although it is now well established that SR can lead
the enhanced transmission of weak subthreshold signal
single neuronal elements it is equally well known that,
suprathreshold stimulus levels, SR effects disappear. Thi
sult has been established in both computational models@4,6#
and in real neurophysiological studies@3#. Furthermore,
these studies also demonstrate that maximal informa
transmission is achieved using suprathreshold signal le
i.e., when SR is not observed. For a given stimulus level,
information is maximized by lowering the threshold level
make the signal suprathreshold—not by adding noise
using SR. Indeed, SR has been described as a metho
overcoming the incorrect setting of the threshold level@6#. A
neural coding strategy based on SR, therefore, seems t
largely sub-optimal in terms of information flow and on
provides a positive functional role for neuronal noise if t
signals are subthreshold. One is therefore led to interpre
role of the noise as a compromise—it enhances weak si
encoding at the expense of a reduction in the informat
encoded about suprathreshold signals.

In this Rapid Communication, we demonstrate that t
compromise may not be necessary. We show that in a po
lation of neurons noise can have a significantly greater o
mizing influence, being ofgenericbenefit to signal encoding
In particular, the noise is found to enhance signal inform
tion independent of the size of the stimulus, i.e., noise
hances information transmission for both subthreshold
suprathreshold signals. Additionally, noise-optimization
found to occur even under the assumption that neurons h
dc-adaptive capabilities. Indeed, maximum noise-enhan
information transmission is observed to occur precisely w
neurons adapt to the dc signal component level. Con
quently, noise appears to play a central role in an optim
coding strategy and does not suffer from the shortcoming
SR in a single neuron where maximizing information tran
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mission ~by lowering the threshold! removes the beneficia
role of the noise. We also observe that the noise level
which the information is maximized are observed to be in
correct neurophysiological range; they yield signal-to-no
ratios ~SNRs! of approximately 0 dB for an individual neu
ron. This is in keeping with known SNRs obtained expe
mentally@7#. Given that perception is based on the accum
lated information obtained from many nerve fibres, the
results suggest that the high levels of noise observed in
logical sensory systems may have purposely evolved and
an essential component of an optimal coding strategy.

The model we consider is a summing network ofN
FitzHugh-Nagumo~FHN! equations@2#, driven by signal
and independent noise. The network has the form~for the i th
neuron!

e v̇ i52v i S v i
22

1

4D2wi1A2b1S~ t !1j i~ t !,

~1!
ẇi5v i2wi ,

where thev i(t) are fast variables~membrane voltages! and
wi(t) are slow~recovery! variables@9#. All neurons are sub-
jected to the same aperiodic Gaussian signalS(t) ~prefiltered
to give an autocorrelation time of 5 s!, and have a common
bias b. The individual responses are summed to produc
single output but otherwise they are uncoupled. The neuro
noisej i(t) will be taken to be Gaussian, with zero avera
and correlation given by

^j i~ t !j j~s!&5d i j 2Dd~ t2s!. ~2!

The tonic activation signal,A, is chosen such that, whenb
50, the neurons are biased at their Hopf bifurcation po
From a linear stability analysis we determine this occ
when A52(1/12A3)(522e)A(124e, taking e50.005
yields A520.2377. However, a spike is only deemed to
transmitted if the oscillations~spikes! grow beyond a fixed
level @fixed at v(t)50], otherwise the transmitted respon
was taken to be zero. Using this criteria, and in the abse
of noise and signal, firing events only occur providedb ex-
ceeds20.0016. For this reason the effective dc-signal-le
to threshold distance is given bybth wherebth5b10.0016.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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The integration of the relevant equations of motion w
done with the Heun algorithm@10#. The output of the differ-
ent neurons were added together to give the summed
sponser̃ (t)5( i 51

N v i(t) and the firing rate,r (t), was ob-
tained by passing the summed response through a filter,

ṙ ~ t !52
1

tp
r ~ t !1 r̃ ~ t !. ~3!

This method of obtaining the rate was adopted, in prefere
to applying a Hanning window tor̃ (t), as it gives a causa
response and is approximately what would be expecte
occur at the membrane of a summing neuron. The quantittp
can, therefore, be taken as the relaxation time of the m
brane of the summing neuron.

The global information transmission through the netwo
is characterized by the transinformation~ transmitted infor-
mation! I, which, for a continuous channel, is defined as

I 5H~r !2H~r us!

52E
2`

`

Pr~r !log2 Pr~r !dr

2S 2E
2`

`

Ps~s!dsE
2`

`

P~r us!log2 P~r us!dr D , ~4!

whereH(r ) is the information content~or entropy! of r (t)
and H(r us) can be interpreted as the amount of encod
information lost in the transmission of the signal.Pr(r ) and
Ps(s) are the probability density functions~pdfs! of r (t) and
s(t) respectively andP(r us) is the conditional pdf.

Figure 1 shows the noise dependence of the glo
transinformation for various values of the effective thresh
level bth . Clearly, all the curves display an SR type effe
~noise-induced maximum! but attain different maximum val
ues which we denote byI max(bth). The ability of the array to
transmit the signal is seen to be strongly dependent on

FIG. 1. TransinformationI vs noise intensityD for various
threshold settingsbth , average signal varianceS251.531027 and
N564. The data points are from the simulation and the solid li
are guides to the eye.
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value of bth . For sufficiently largebth (ubthu.0.0014) the
signal is entirely subthreshold~or entirely above the thresh
old for sufficiently large negativebth). As bth is decreased
I max(bth) increases, goes through a maximum, and then
creases~see Fig. 2!. The optimal threshold setting (bth;0)
coincides with all thresholds set equal to the dc level of
signal. In this situation the signal is strongly suprathresh
in the sense that the deterministic~signal induced! threshold
crossings are maximized.

These results demonstrate that, in addition to the s
threshold signal enhancements previously reported@2#, noise
can also enhance the transmission of suprathreshold sig
Indeed, noise is observed to be of benefit independent of
threshold setting. It is also interesting to note that the ar
attains its highest transinformation when the threshold is
to be suprathreshold with respect to the signal. Conseque
not only does noise not impair the encoding of suprathre
old signals as previously thought, but it can actually enha
them preferentially. Furthermore, maximizing the transinf
mation by adjusting the threshold does not remove the b
eficial role of the noise; this is not the case in a single n
ron. It has been proposed@7# that neurons maximize
information by adjusting their threshold. If this is the cas
then these results indicate that, although noise degrade
information transmitted by a single element, it still plays
central role in maximizingglobal information transmission.

Figure 1 also indicates an additional benefit of havi
suprathreshold signals is also observed: they give rise
much broader peak. This is because in the limitD→0 I tends
to a finite nonzero value, whereas for subthreshold sign
I→0 asD→0. Consequently, suprathreshold signal enc
ing is more robust against changes in noise variance or si
strength and requires little ‘‘tuning’’ of the noise intensity@2#
to maintain the transinformation at a near optimal level.

The fact that SR type effects are also observed for
prathreshold signal levels is a manifestation of the sup
threshold SR~SSR! effect recently reported in a nondynam
cal array of simple threshold devices@8#. Here we report an

s

FIG. 2. Dependence of transinformation onb for D50, S2

51.531027, andN51. The maximum coincides with the value o
b for which bth50. However, finite noise modifies the position o
the maximum slightly; see results in Fig. 1.
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observation of this effect in a dynamical neuronal mod
The SSR effect occurs because noise introduces a degr
independence between the information carried by individ
neurons. Although, in the absence of noise, the timing pr
sion of the spikes are at their most precise@7,11#, thus maxi-
mizing the information transmitted by individual neuron
element, similar neurons produce identical spike trains. C
sequently, no additional information is gained by making
multaneous measurements of similar neurons. In fact,
global ~total! information is simply equal to that carried by
single element. However, the introduction of neuronal no
randomizes the times at which each neuron ‘‘samples’’
signal and, although this lowers the amount of informat
carried by individual elements, there is a net gain to
global information transmitted.

For suprathreshold signal strengths, noise always low
the information carried by individual neurons. This impli
that SSR effects can only be observed when considering
global information transmitted by two or more elemen
This can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4 which show the no
dependence of the transmitted information on the numbe
elements for two different signal strengths. Clearly, both fi
ures show similar qualitative behavior, indicating that S
effects do not diminish with increasing stimulus streng
Additionally, the information is seen to increase with i
creasing numbers of neurons, as one would expect, bu
maximum is observed forN51. This clearly demonstrate
that it is the global information that is enhanced by the no
and not that carried by individual elements~all of which,
individually, follow the N51 curve!. For N.1, the maxi-
mum information transmission is observed at nonzero lev
of noise, indicating that maximization of the global inform
tion is not necessarily achieved by maximising the trans
formation of individual elements.

We have compared our results with those expected f
linear Gaussian channel theory@12#. For Gaussian probabil
ity density functions the transinformation is given byI 5
2 1

2 log2(12C2) whereC is the cross-correlation coefficien

FIG. 3. Dependence of transinformation on noise intensity
variousN, average signal varianceS251.531027 andbth50. The
data points are from the simulation and the lines are guides to
eye. Note, in the limitD→0 ~not shown! all transinformation
curves collapse onto theN51 curve.
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between signal and response@12#. The dotted-dashed line in
Fig. 4 shows numerical results forN5128; C was obtained
from the simulations. The maximum is seen to be well d
scribed by the Gaussian channel approximation but sm
discrepancies appear at lower noise values. This result v
dates those obtained directly from the definition of trans
formation using numerically obtained pdfs and also indica
that the system is acting, at least at moderate to large n
intensities, as a Gaussian channel. Such a result coul
anticipated because of noise-induced linearization~an effect
that occurs in most nonlinear systems@13#!, and has been
observed previously in neuronal arrays@2#.

It is of some interest to interpret the results in the cont
of existing neurophysiological data. First, an estimate of
output signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! of individual elements
~which at the maximum in the transinformation is found
be approximately23 dB! indicates that maximum globa
information is always achieved when the SNR;0 dB. This
is in keeping with known experimentally measured SNRs
sensory neurons@7# and, hence, appears to be in the corr
range physiologically. Second, it is known that linear deco
ing strategies are usually sufficient to reconstruct sign
from spike train data; little improvement is obtained by usi
nonlinear methods@7#. Our observation that the transinfo
mation ~near the maximum! is well described by linear
Gaussian channel theory is consistent with the linear dec
ing strategy and again suggests, indirectly, that neuro
noise may well be at the appropriate level to maxim
transinformation. Third, our results indicate that nois
optimization of the transinformation is maximized when t
thresholds adapt to the dc signal component. dc-adaptatio
biological sensory systems is known to occur, the most w
known example being light or dark adaptation of the hum
eye @14#. It is, therefore, possible that dc adaptation occ
not only to increase the dynamic range of the signals to
encoded but also to maximize the global information tra
mission via SSR.

Finally, we note that these results have implications
the design of coding strategies for use in implantable

r

he

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 exceptS251.531025. The dotted-
dashed line is an evaluation ofI using the resultI 52

1
2 log2(1

2C2).
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chlear@15# and visual@16# prostheses. Such prostheses wo
by the artificial electrical stimulation of populations of ner
fibres—similar in form to the model we consider here. O
results suggest that a combination of noise and suprathr
old stimuli should lead to improved information transm
sion. This strategy is in-keeping with recent results@17#
which demonstrate that the coding of formant information
cochlear implants can be improved by the use of noise
suprathreshold stimuli.

Two main conclusions can be drawn: first that, in pr
ciple, neuronal noise can generically enhance the globa
formation transmitted by a population of sensory neuro
The benefit of neuronal noise is not restricted to subthresh
stimuli as previously thought. Second, this conclusion
-
e

v.
l
sti
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mains valid even under the assumption that neurons h
dc-adaptive capabilities. That single neurons could in pr
ciple lower their thresholds to remove SR effects and ma
mize information transmission, had led to the suggestion
SR, and hence neuronal noise, may be useful if there
insufficient adaptability in sensory systems@4#. This may
indeed be true. However, we see that the restriction of l
ited adaptability is not required if the global information of
population of neurons is considered. Neuronal noise
have a positive beneficial role regardless of stimulus int
sity or the adaptive capabilities of neurons.

This work was supported by the INFM Parallel Compu
ing Initiative.
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